1. Qstem budget discussion and the vote for approval, inputs in from. It was approved with majority.

2. Sarthak updated about the events HinduYuva conducts during the year and their collaboration with ISAC etc. Then a vote was done on their budget plan for the year, which was approved.

3. Hrish started with the Town hall discussion and summarized the success of the Town hall meeting with a general discussion over what extra could be done next year. Feedback on the entire survey and its scheduling was discussed in a general sense.

4. Moving onto updates from Chairs,
   a) Vishal gave his feedback on the Town hall meeting and his views on the QoL survey and a possible collaboration with the DMC to put a FAQ on EGSC's website and page based and related this survey. Hrishikesh gave his inputs on putting up a careers page on EGSC's website, Arvind gave in his inputs on putting up information from CPOs on the newsletter and the website. Discussion about things to include in the newsletter.
   b) Updates from the DMC.
   c) Spring updated about sending to the board for approval d) Vera updated about the kickball tournament and its registration process. IGB meeting and council updates from Vera.

5. Moving on to the discussion regarding the Dental Insurance Plan, should it be covered for free? and the topic ahead. Upkeep of the UAH buildings, international student events and inter-school events and

6. DSI not being happy with their degree flexibility and the NWC library hours and general discussion on the availability hours and the booking of the rooms in the libraries.

**BUDGET APPROVALS:**
* Hindu Yuva 2600 for Summer and Fall
* qStem - 2740 for Fall